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ED-VANTAGE JGI

“Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.” 
By John F. Kennedy
 JGI firmly believes in overall development of its 
educators and constantly works on enhancing their skills. 
Keeping in mind the continuous learning process, this year 
also JGI introduced “Ed-Vantage JGI” a virtual training 
platform for its educators. This programme extremely 
enhanced and expanded the unders tand ing o f  
varioustopics like NEP, Virtual Classroom – The New 
Normal, Usage of smart tools, Mental health and wellbeing of 
children in the pandemic etc. All the sessions were really 
enriching and helpful to expand the knowledge of the 
teachers. It is said that “Well begun is half done. “Secret of 
the success of the programme depends upon its beginning. 
All the members were highly blessed with the inspiring and 
encouraging words by Dr.K.Laksmi Rao ma'am. She shared 
her own experiences which would be helpful for the 
teachers.An enriching session on NEP 2020- New 
Perspective, New beginning was conducted by respected 
Mentor Dr. K Laxmi Rao Ma'am. In this session Ma'am briefly 
discussed about the aims and objectives, Key features of 
NEP 2020. Ma'am also gave her valuable inputs on how 
educators should be Instructional Leaders and how to be 
visible & accessible. Wonderful tips on how to be a unique 
teacher of 21st Century was shared by Ma'am. One whole 
year has passed in facing the challenges of virtual 
learning.Considering the challenges of virtual learning, 
Virtual Classroom – The New Normal delivered by Ms. 
Raheela Tabassum was extremely innovative and 
exemplary. Ma'am guided the teachers for the biggest 
challenge i.e. How to grab the attention of the students, so 
that they would really enjoy the virtual learning process. This 
is the age of technology and it has been proved by this 
pandemic. Where mobiles were  totally banned for Students, 
now we don't have any  better option than  mobile for 
learning.  An empowering and techno savvy session was 
conducted by Mr. G Mahesh. The session empowered us 
with the ideas and techniques which could be used to make 
our virtual teaching more effective and interactive.

 It's summer time, the month of May brings the 
season of mangoes and it's the time to relax and 
rejuvenate with family. Season of mangoes has arrived, 
festivals take a back seat as humidity builds up, awaiting 
the release of the rain. The Sun is warming, the birds are 
chirping, the flowers are blooming, and the garden is 
growing. May acts as the bridge between spring and 
summer, hinting at warmer weather for those still stuck in 
spring's grasp, while heating things up for those already 
well. Children are taking a respite in the lap of their 
parents and enjoying the Slice of Summer with their 
loved ones, coping up well with heat and also adjusting 
themselves to the new normal, staying indoors, safe and 
secured.

Dear parents, you can visit the TJIS FB Page for latest posts 
and pics by the following link.
https://www.facebook.com/tjis.aurangabad.5

PA-I will commence from 12 July 2021

Investiture Ceremony is on 3 July 2021
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 “Mental health and wellbeing of children in the pandemic” is a big question whose answer is still searched. But 
its answer was provided from the treasure of knowledge Dr. Chandrasekhar DP. Sir enlightened us by the thought of 
Inspire children around us how they can be. Sir also advised educators to take care of mental health & well-being of 
our students in this difficult situation. “Attitude will determine the altitude” was the highlight. Our students learn more 
from our actions than from our words. An extremely impressive and efficient topic was presented by Ms. Lalitha 
Kosaraju “Happy Teachers create Happy Classrooms”. Through this session we actually got to know the real value of 
happiness. It gave us plenty of ideas and good thoughts and showed us the path to be happy and how to keep people 
around us happy. Building Healthy Partnerships – Role of School by Mr. Praveen Sharma was quite practical. In 
addition to educating students, schools play a central role in fostering healthy relation with all the stakeholders. As a 
teachers, effective communication is essential between parent & teacher. This session gave us insightful learning 
about how to overcome the challenges and build healthy partnership.
 Emotions are directly linked to the learning processes and outcomes. Students who attended the online 
classes. They are facing problems in life, boredom, anxiety, anger etc. It's a difficult task for the teachers to handle the 
students and convince them to learn. Teachers were highly influenced by the - words of Mona Ma'am on the topic 
Digitallearning: The impact on emotional development. The resource person Ms. Meghana Ma'am and Ms. Pavitra 
Das ma'am were also the part of the programme. Ms. Meghana ma'am told a few innovative ways or tricks which can 
be used by teachers in online teaching. How to balance between personal life and professional front is a million-dollar 
question. A brilliant answer was given by Ms. Shikha Srivastava Ma'am in an innovative way. Ma'am provided us with 9 
mantras to enhance our Work Life Balance. Ma'am beautifully related our real life situations with fables which gave a 
new perspective to manage our lives.
The programme was concluded by a melodiously musical concert. The programme was really encouraging for the 
teachers. It expanded the understanding of the teachers.

ED-VANTAGE JGI
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 Genuine beginnings begin within us, even when they are brought to our attention by external opportunities. -William 
Throsby Bridges.
 It's so fulfilling to witness the new beginnings with new hopes and aspirations among both students and educators. 
The excitement was doubled when the educators welcomed their students with digital cards. Students felt so excited when 
the school reopened for them.
 Submissions of holiday homework, though our loved students are in the confines of home, but it happened virtually, 
where the students were asked to present the H.W. and later it was recorded, this kept students interested and energetic 
during the teaching-learning process. A fresh start to a new beginning.
 Since the beginning, a plethora of activities has been drafted and crafted for our students of grade (I-X) who along 
with regular academics participated zealously and whole-heartedly. Regular morning assemblies to give an ample 
opportunity to our students to shed their inhibitions and showcase their talent and pursuits. They gain confidence in speaking 
and expressing themselves.
 Special assemblies on World Environment Day, World Music Day, International Yoga Day were celebrated with 
great zeal and enthusiasm both by our students and educators and a lot of new and innovative content was prepared and 
presented by them. It's very satiating to witness the students performing with costumes and makeup and the parent's 
involvement in the process is giving another dimension to it. Few activities like Embroidery Activity, Father's Day Card 
Making Activity, Good Manners Activity, Documentary Making Activity saw 100% participation of students and they came up 
with innovative and beautiful presentations.

With new hopes and a prayer,
Let us have fresh beginnings,
With new commitments,
Let us have trust and hope,

 Yesterdays provide lessons,
Tomorrows are the new hope,
Let us light the lamps of faith,
Let us make efforts for the future,

 Good wishes of the friends,
The unconditional love of the loved ones,
And a little bit of motivation,
That's all we desire—-

To realise our dreams,
To achieve our ambitions,
To smile through each tear,
To have a blessed new year!

Vice-Principal
Mrs. Shikha Srivastava

All the Best for the New Beginnings!! 
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WELCOMING THE STUDENTS

The Orientation Program of JGI GROUP of Schools was conducted on 12th June. The parents were addressed by the 
CEO JGI GROUP Mr Chandrashekhar DP and the all the Principals of cluster schools spoke in detail about PITCH 
PHILOSOPHY and the Web inar was culminated with Q/A session.
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WELCOMING THE STUDENTS

Dear parents, 
 Greetings from The Jain International School School Aurangabad. I wish the entire TJIS 
community a very warm welcome to the new academic year 2020-2021 
 As we step into this new school year, I am very optimistic that this will be a time of new and 
learning - a season of new beginnings and a time of hope amidst a sea of change! The ability to adapt 
to change and uncertainty, to adjust to a fast paced, globalised world, cultural guidance, sensitivity 
and mentoring, whilst building competent skill sets in our students to stay ahead of the curve are 
essential learnings in education today. In addition to knowledge acquisition and performance, 
character building, leadership and life skills are imperative. Holistic education enables a child to 
develop and grow beyond classroom learning. As partners in the learning community we all have our 
roles to play- of being the best role models for our children to emulate, is our great responsibility and 
duty in this time of virtual learning. An unconventional start to this academic year with online learning, 
I continue to emphasise on discipline, punctuality, attendance, commitment, mutual respect and a 
spirit of gratitude.
 “What we learn with pleasure we never forget”. Alfred Mercier
 Teachers and educators are in a perfect position to make learning environments and 
experiences enjoyable and memorable. Students must be engaged and invested to make the most 
of the learning opportunities available, hence I say it is important to be committed to learning. 
Emotional, social and mental health and well-being are significant concerns during this time of 
greater dependence on technology and remote learning. With limited physical interaction, and 
opportunities for socialisation, we need to be vigilant and sensitive to any altered behaviour and 
attitude in our children. The school well ness teams are always available for guidance and 
counselling We had many interesting activities for our students to make them happily engaged in the 
studies with fun in the month of April the TJIS team and all the educators took various activities in all 
the sections activities such as Summer drink where children have prepared the yummiest mouth 
watering drinks during the live class and leaf activity where all our tiny talented students have made 
various things with different shapes of leaf also Our students tried to make people aware against 
Corona virus during unite to fight covid19 activity by showing the awareness posters and prepared 
masks Rainbow activity is done by 1 to 3 grade students this tiny toons made very creative and 
colourful rainbows and 4 to 10 grade students done hands on embroidery activity where they have 
made beautiful eye catching desings on cloth using pretty colourful threads. We really appreciate our 
students for their participation and we encourage them to do more and keep going on with same 
enthusiasm and interest in learning with creativity and we will always help them to shine bright no 
matter what. Our team of TJIS all the educators, coordinators and our respected Vice  Principal 
ma'am are doing their best and pushing their limits just for our students planning activities, making 
sure that the students understand everything taught by them arranging special theme based 
assembly to catch their interest and to increase their knowledge and guiding them on every step in 
this virtual learning environment. Our vision for the TJIS students fraternity continues is to be 
expansive. To possess qualities of international and open mindedness, with an unquenchable thirst 
to learn and expand one's horizons, to appreciate and respect different perspectives, to value the 
uniqueness in each other's differences, to develop a greater inter cultural sensitivity and 
understanding and to cultivate a spirit of gratitude, positivity and hope. At TJIS our endeavours 
continue to provide our students unparalleled learning and excellence.
 We believe this new school year will teach us all to step out of our comfort zones, to view life 
with renewed strength and boldness, to usher in a season of new learning, achievements and 
success As ever, we look forward to your continued support and partnering with the school to 
enhance the learning experiences of our students this year.

With warm regards,
The Jain International School
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 Morning Assembly  in the school gives a cool and calm start to the otherwise busy schedule of the day. Well-begun is half-done . The 
morning assembly is a powerful means to begin the Day at school in a euphoric and ecstatic manner . Before the formal classroom teaching 
begins, nowadays in TJIS Aurangabad all the students assemble virtually for morning assembly. We at TJIS Aurangabad conducted a special 
assembly on the first day of school that was the 7th June 2021. The topic was “Let's Save The Environment”. Our students were well 
prepared to talk about this topic, they even made posters. We started the assembly with the name god, followed by the pledge of India and the 
thought of the day on the environment. Then children also spoke about the chipko movement which was started in Uttarakhand to save the 
forest. They also spoke about Pollution that is the introduction of the contaminants into the natural environment that cause adverse change. 
Similarly saving water resources, like rivers, lakes and oceans from not throwing waste into these water bodies they awakened our minds. 
These little angels spoke about saving electricity, water resources for their brilliant future and it gave us all an awakening call. The next few 
assembly themes were good manners, good etiquettes. This was also an interesting topic. The kids had fun doing role play, posters, and 
poems. Another special assembly was the 21 St of June when the kids were super excited about it. It was the special, “The World Yoga Day”. 
Our day started with loads of healthy tips. One of the students taught yoga asanas to all their peers and all of them enjoyed following her. She  
explained the benefits of Tadasana to her friends like it helps you to keep your posture correct as well as your spine straight. It was a  good 
initiative taken by all the students. Benefits of meditation and proper diet, satvik bhojan and many more things were also an  eye opener for all of 
us. Altogether the whole month assemblies were great fun to start with full of enthusiasm and encouragement. 
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ASSEMBLY

 International Yoga Day is celebrated on 21st June every year. Yoga helps in keeping the mind and body fresh. Yoga is an 
ancient practice that used to be one's mind healthy and body fit and is a form of meditation and exercise which makes people's lives 
better. The theme for this year's Yoga Day is 'Yoga for Well-Being' and how the practice of Yoga can promote the holistic health of 
every individual. The 7th International Yoga Day was virtually celebrated by the students and teachers at the The Jain International 
School, Jabinba Town, Aurangabad under the guidance of the Management and Vice Principal – Ms. Shikha Srivastava with great 
enthusiasm. Students from grade I to grade Xdemonstrated Surya namaskars and various asanas. Warm up exercises were taken 
and all the students performed sitting and standing asanas, importance of these were explained simultaneously. Through this event 
students were enlightened on the benefits of yoga and the need to remain healthy and fit. The students enjoyed the session 
immensely. The Jain International School, Jabinba Town, Aurangabad also extend their gratitude towards the coordinators- Ms. 
Durga Signapurkar, Ms. Dipti Saraf and Ms. Yogita Gortekar for the smooth conduction of the event.
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THE WORLD YOGA DAY

ASSEMBLY
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Grade I - III
CLASS ACTIVITY

 The thaw of winter and the welcoming of springtime means that it's time for rainbow activities for primary kids! There's nothing quite 
as beautiful as a classroom filled with rainbow. TJIS Primary wing organized "RAINBOW MAKING ACTIVITY"for our kids to enhance the fine 
motor skills.All the students participated with zeal and excitement. They were ready with their paper crayon scissors to make the activity to 
the fullest.Also students spoke about the significance of the rainbow, it's colors etc. Students  just love rainbows, and the joy and magic they 
bring. They were  intrinsically motivated to try  this  fun activity virtually here.



Grade I - IX
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CLASS ACTIVITY

 When you are creatively doing something, that's truly yours. Whether it is drawing, painting or  weaving. LP You are using all 
your skills to create something that brings pleasure to you and for others. Being creative ,having mastered an art is a divine gift. To 
nurture the creativity of the students TJIS had organised an activity “ Scrap to Smile”for the students for grade 1 to 9.In this activity, 
students had shown their creativity in Embroidery. Embroidery is the craft of decorating fabric or other materials using needle to apply 
thread or yarn. Students from grade 1 to 9 participated enthusiastically in the activity. They crafted beautiful figures on  handkerchiefs, 
cushion covers, on a piece of cloth even on the masks. They used needle colourful nylon and cotton threads artistically which was 
resulted into beautiful designs. Students loved the activity a lot.
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Grade I - X
CLASS ACTIVITY

 The day when we all thank our inspiration-our father-was set to arrive on June 20. Every year on 
the third Sunday of June, Father's Day is celebrated to symbolize their contribution to raising their 
children. It is celebrated to cherish the journey of fatherhood, and the unbreakable bond children have 
with their fathers. Many times in our lives, our father has been our pillar, shoulder to cry on, Santa Claus, 
guide, counselor, friend, and most importantly, a parent. "A father is someone you look up to no matter 
how tall you grow" TJIS Primary organised an interesting fun activity on the occasion of International 
father's day "Write a message for your father" . Primary kids made FATHER'S DAY handmade 
cards.Students made different cards of different shapes and wrote loving lines for their dad.Some of 
them also shoot video messages and dances for their fathers. At the end of the Activity so many adorable 
handmade cards were made. The day started with special virtual assembly for celebrating International 
Father's Day with lot of enthusiasm . Poem , Song , thought and dance were wonderfully performed by 
the students of grade iii as a tribute to their fathers in the assembly . It was followed by the father's Day 
activity. Students presented their hand made cards to fathers at the end of the day.
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Grade I - VII
CLASS ACTIVITY

GOOD MANNERS

 "Be Thankful to people who support you, Be Sorry to ones who have got hurt coz of you, Be 
generous to say Excuse me when you want to put forward your views, Be nice to say Welcome when 
someone is thankful to you, Be kind to say Please before you ask something worthy." The Jain 
international School, Aurangabad organized an activity on the topic “Album making on GOOD 
MANNERS” on 18th June 2021. Students of Grade IV –VII participated with enthusiasm. Students 
demonstrated their art through albums, posters, and also through presentations. Maximum participation 
by the students was observed. 
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Grade VIII - X
CLASS ACTIVITY

DOCUMENTARY FILM

 “In the feature films the director is god, in the documentary film god is the director”. The 
distinguishing talent is the ability to put the people or any incidence under the microscope, Perhaps to go 
one or two layers further down to understand it but it is nothing and referred to as “Documentary film.” The 
Jain International School, Jabinda Town, Aurangabad organized an interesting activity “Let's make 
Documentary…!”. The activity aimed  at  providing  a  platform of Children  films  to project their  views  
for  proper  development of  children's potential through meaningful educative films. Management and 
Vice Principal Shikha Srivastava, educators and coordinators Ms. Durga Signapurkar, Ms. Dipti Saraf 
and Ms. Yogita Garothkar appreciated the efforts and dedication of the students.
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HALL MARK

 Heritage Foundation of Art and Culture  Bangalore ! had organized the 2nd edition of 'Heritage Art 
and Cultural Fest' a National level inter-school classical Dance  competition. Heritage Foundation of Art 
and Culture aims at fostering the traditional values and culture of our Indian Heritage through Art. This 
also involves creating awareness in the society by showcasing the various facets of our culture. The 
event was held online from 18th-30th May 2021. There was a participation of 243 students from all 
schools across India. The program was divided into 3 categories. Sub Junior, Junior and Senior group as 
under 
  Sub Junior ( Grade 1 to 3)  Junior ( Grade 4 to 6)  Senior ( Grade 7 to 10)

 Time duration : 5 minutes

 Due to the pandemic the competition was held in  an Online mode where  online  slots were 
provided  to every  students  for their performance during the entire event. Riya Naphade from VI Coral  
has been one of the contestants in this event and has bagged 2nd prize in  this competition at National 
level . She has been representing THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, Aurangabad. Riya has been 
learning Kathak for last two and half years from Gurukrupa Kathak Academy, Aurangabad and her guru is 
Preeti Vikhrankar who is a well known name in Aurangabad. Riya has cleared her Prarambhik  
Praveshika  exam affiliated to Akhil Bhartiya Gandharva Mahavidyalaya Mandal ,Mumbai  in FIRST 
Division and now will be appearing for the Prathama exam this year.

HERITAGE ART & CULTURAL FEST

RIYA NAPHADE
Class- VI
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STUDENT ZONE

STUDENTS EXCELLED IN NTSE EXAM

 National Talent's Search Examination (NTSE) was conducted on 20th December 2020 and 
29 students from The Jain International School, Jabinda Town, Aurangabad appeared for the exam. 
Result for stage I has been declared. According to that 13 students excelled in the exam. And one 
student got selected for the next level. Viraj Aniruddha Joshi secured 127th rank in general category. 
Students who qualified stage I exams will appear for the second stage exam. Management and Vice 
Principal Ms. Shikha Srivastava, educators and coordinators  congratulated and appreciated the 
efforts and dedication of the students. 

DARSHIKA JOGDAND VEDASHREE BASIYE VEDIKA CHAURE VIRAJ JOSHI (127 RANK)

RIGVEDA LAKDE RAJVARDHAN PAWAR SAHIL PATIL

PRAVAN JADHAV DARSHIKA JOGDAND ADITYA CHAVAN

NAMITA WAYAL AKHILESHSINGH PARDESHI SACHIE SHERKAR
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NAMITA WAYAL



PRATIBIMBSTAR OF THE WEEK
Grade I - VI

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ANURAG MANDAR KULKARNI
Grade :- II

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ARNIKA NIKHIL KACHESHWAR
Grade :- I

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AAROHI AGRAWAL
Grade :- I

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

TANVI DHANGARE
Grade :- II

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ANANSHI BHARADWAJ
Grade :- II

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

DIVYA SAKLA
Grade :- III

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VRUDDHI BHAKARE
Grade :- IV

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SURABHI DHARKAR
Grade :- III

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SHERAYANS
Grade :- IV

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SWARA DESHMUKH
Grade :- IV

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

MADHUR KHEDKAR
Grade :- IV

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021
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THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

MRUNMAYEE LOKHANDE
Grade :- III

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AARUSHI KULKARNI
Grade :- II

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AVNI GHARTE
Grade :- III

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ATULYA KULKARNI
Grade :- III

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021



PRATIBIMBSTAR OF THE WEEK
Grade I - VI

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SIDDHI JADHAV
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ARNAV MOTE
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ARHAM BORA
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

TANISHA KAKDE
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021
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THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

NAMANDEEP CHHABDA
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

MRUNMAYEE LOKHANDE
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AARUSHI KULKARNI
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

DIVYA SAKLA
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AVNI GHARTE
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AVNI GHARTE
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

UNMESHA
Grade :- IV

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/04/2021
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
ARHAM BORA ANUJ DESHMUKH ARYAN MALKARIARHAM BORA

MANWA PIMPLE SWARA PATNI
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY



Contact at :- +91 9226664555, 9130023456
/JGISchools
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PARENTING TIPS FOR NEW ACADEMIC SESSION

The Jain International School, Aurangabad
Jabinda Town, Survey No 29 & 30/2 Shahanurwadi, Near Flyover, Beed By Pass, Aurangabad-431005
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PARENTING TIPS

Editorial Board :- Mrs. Snehal Joshi    Mrs. Ketaki Kulkarni    Mrs. Durga Singnapurkar    Mrs. Dipti Saraf    Mrs.Yogita Garothkar    Designer :- Mr. Prafull Bhoyar

 For many children and their parents, returning to school is a joyful occasion—reconnecting with school 
friends and families, the excitement of purchasing school supplies and new clothes, the return to the comfort 
and normalcy of the school routine, and, of course, the gift of a little breathing space for Mom and Dad. But for 
many other children, the new school year brings with it a large dose of anxiety: Will I struggle like I did last year? 
Will I make any new friends? Will I be bullied or isolated? Will the teacher like me? and for many parents, the 
specter of another year dealing with various school-related issues, perhaps foremost of which is homework, 
creates its own anxiety, as suggested by the above quotes. To help reduce that anxiety and replace it with a 
sense of joyful anticipation of what the school year can bring, I offer the following seven parenting tips for a 
happy, successful school year:
 1. Project a positive attitude about school and confidence that your children will experience success 
and happiness. Communicate to your children through words and body language that you are excited about 
the new school year and confident they will enjoy it. Children pick up on the messages we send, so make those 
messages optimistic and hopeful.
 2. Establish supportive home routines. The school year calls for renewed attention to home routines, 
such as those surrounding bedtime, morning, and meals. Children appreciate and thrive on the routines that 
we parents establish. It gives them comfort and security and better prepares them for the routines and 
expectations of the school day. One routine consistently correlated with success in school is the family dinner, 
all family members around the table together—make it a habit as often as possible.
 3. Avoid the temptation to make schooling a competitive sport by over-focusing on grades. Our culture 
is plagued by competitiveness in all areas of life—sports, fashion, looks, talents, wealth, and more. Let's 
protect our children's school experience from this hyper-competitiveness by focusing on their own gifts and 
talents and avoiding comparisons with others.
 4. Remember that homework is a contract between the teacher and the student, not between the 
teacher and the parent. Somewhere along the way, many parents have come to believe that children are 
incapable of doing their own homework. This is not good for the child, who needs to learn how to deal with his 
own responsibilities, or for the parent, whose anxiety level and patience are often strained to the breaking point 
over homework issues. Homework is the child's responsibility, not the parents'. (And school personnel need to 
assist in this area by ensuring that the amount of homework is reasonable and the quality is such that the child 
is capable of doing it on her own.)
 5. Establish family rules related to TV, computer, and video game usage. There is a place for electronic 
learning (and playing), but every minute in front of a monitor is a minute away from family communication. No 
one forms a healthy relationship with a monitor; we only form relationships with real people, and home is where 
those relationships and the life skills surrounding them are born and developed.
 6. Make optimum use of parent/child time during trips to and from school. Make travel time between 
school and home a cell phone-free experience. Think of the message we send our children when our attention 
is given to others on the way to and from school. And think of the message we give them when we put aside our 
cell phone and tune into what's going on in their lives.
 7. Avoid the temptation to over-involve your children in after-school activities. Life is getting busier 
every year for our children, as well as for the parent, usually Mom, whose job it has become to spend late 
afternoons and evenings as family chauffer. How many activities our children should participate in is a personal 
choice, and a key word here is balance—for example, one sport at a time might be a good rule of thumb. If we 
adults insist on leading harried, distracted, overworked lives, let us at least spare our children that. Children 
need far fewer activities after school and far more family time with Mom and Dad.
 And one more tip for good measure: Take care of yourself. I love the metaphor of the oxygen mask, in 
the familiar words of the flight attendant: “If you are traveling with a small child, put the oxygen mask on yourself 
first, then on your child.” We are no help to anyone if we are not taking good care of ourselves. Take care of 
yourself—physically, mentally, emotionally, socially, relationally, and spiritually. Make it a priority—for your 
sake, as well as for your children's.
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